
Create a story around this robo-spinosaurus. Who built it? For what purpose? 
Is it a he or a she? Is it old or young, friendly or protective? How many meters can it 
jump? What kind of food is it’s favorite? Is it alive today? Where did it, or does it, live?
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SPINOSAURUS



Create a story around this robo-squid. Did it form organically from parts lost and floating in the 
ocean, or was it created by a benevolant scientist? An evil spy? Does it have special powers? 
Is it a he or a she? Does it prefer to be alone or hang with friends? What is the heaviest thing it 
ever caught in its clamps? In actual size, is it taller than you?

ROBO SQUID
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This Tricera-bot lives at, and guards a junkyard where old cars go to be smashed and recycled 
into different metal pieces and parts. Last night, there were intruders at the junkyard. Write a story 
about how Tricera-bot handled them. Were they “good guys” or “bad guys”? What did they want 
from the junkyard? Did they get it? Did Tricera-bot need help interacting with them?

TRICERA-BOT
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This shark is not really a shark. It’s a ship, created to blend in with sharks. Scientists use it to 
study shark behavior. What’s one thing the scientists have learned about the sharks? Today the 
shark-ship is headed out with this rare, DeWalt-Nose Narwal. Are they looking for food, or just 
entertainment? What do they find?

HAMMER HEAD SHARK-SHIP AND A DEWALTTM-NOSE NARWAL



ELECTRO-WHALE
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WHOA. That’s a lot of scrap metal. This gem was built from 4 retired airplanes. Can it fly, or does 
it operate under water? The eyes light up—why? Could this thing swallow a tuna whole? Does it 
eat rubber gaskets? Could it fold your laundry? 



STEGA-SPATULASAURUS
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This creature is a master sous chef. What are it’s favorite recipes and how are all of it’s parts  
specially adapted to working in a giant kitchen? How many pancakes can it flip at one time? What 
does it use to polish it’s teeth? 



VELOSO AND T-WRENCH
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This Duo tours around, doing comedy shows. They just wrapped up a big tour through Jalisco, 
Nayarit, and Michoacán, Mexico. Where was their biggest crowd? How do they recharge, and 
where will they perform next? Can you share one of their jokes?



PTERODACTYL
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Free flights are the best. This creature can take you where you want to go, and unlock all the  
secret hideouts when you get there. What is the fastest it has ever flown, and from where to 
where? Can it land it swimming pools? Does it have a key to your best friend’s candy stash? 


